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’A
 W
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« As they sailed up the River Nile, the ancient Greeks 
noticed that it became warmer. Being logical in their 
search for explanation, they assumed that the Earth 
must slope towards the sun. »
The word 'climate' traces its roots from this now 
discredited deduction, being derived from a Greek 
word meaning 'slope' .
Climate change is an inherent characteristic of 
climate. What is normal now may turn out to be very 
abnormal when a longer time perspective is 
employed. This implies a need for establishing the 
range of climate conditions existing in the past.
Palaeoclimate work is the only reliable tool to 
reconstruct climate conditions in the past and to 
evaluate how fast natural systems can change.
This thesis investigates past climate change in the 
mid-lat itudes (30-60°S)  of  the Southern 
Hemisphere. These latitudes are wedged inbetween 
two major climate drivers: the Antarctic system and 
the Tropics. The region itself is lashed by the howling 
Southern Westerly winds, an important global wind 
system that is still poorly understood. The main 
focus of this research is attempting to better 
understand the behaviour of this Southern Westerly 
wind system through time and to unravel which 
climatic driver is the puppeteer pulling these winds' 
strings.



































































































































































































































